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ITLAL is pleased to welcome Dr. Tara Gray to UAlbany on March 29 for two practical, hands-
on workshops designed to help you learn concrete strategies for becoming a more productive 
scholar. (See sidebar for details.) In addition to meeting and learning from Dr. Gray in person, 
participants will have an opportunity to join Textbook and Academic Authors 
(www.taaonline.net/) free for one year and receive a copy of Dr. Gray’s book Publish & Flourish. 
The following article is a summary adapted for faculty scholars of Tara Gray’s prepublication 
version of the  chapter “Writing your dissertation (or thesis) quickly and well.” The chapter will 
be published in the book: Townsend, K, Saunders MNK, Loudon, R and Morrison E (2019) 
(editors) How to keep you doctorate on track: Insights from students’ and supervisors’ experi-
ences Cheltenham: Edward Elgar. It is used with the editors’ permission.  

Writer’s block can often interfere with a writer’s productivity. What can writers do to 
prevent this from happening?  
The best way I know to prevent writer’s block is to write or revise in small daily increments of at 
least 15-30 minutes. By writing or revising in small increments, you diminish the daunting task 
of writing an entire article, chapter, or manuscript. You also protect many hours per day for  
other duties, including research other than writing (literature review, data collection, bench work, 
number crunching, etc.) Of course, you will need research time regularly, but research can (and 
in some fields must) be completed in “big blocks of time.” Even if you are binge-researching, 
don’t forget to write or revise a little every day as you proceed. In fact, you should prioritize  
writing over all other work activities by doing it first (before reading your email or doing any-
thing else!). It helps to write daily before some task that is sure to get done and make sure to turn 
off phone and email notifications as you write. 
Fifteen to thirty minutes of writing does not seem like a lot. What can a writer reason-
ably expect to accomplish in such short intervals of time?  
You may not think you can get anything done in only 15-30 minutes, but this feeling comes from 
not writing yesterday and from not planning for your next writing session. By writing every day, 
you gather momentum and can start much faster each day. To get started, leave yourself a note at 
the end of each writing session that tells you what to do next (perhaps a question to answer or a 
heading for your next section). Review that note right before you finish your session so that you 
will think about it, and make that the first step in your next session. By taking these measures you 
will find yourself able to start writing as soon as you open your file and accomplish something 
substantial in as few as 15-30 minutes. 
Many of us have heard the “write every day” advice but struggle to stick with it. What 
advice do you have to help writers develop this habit? 
Most people need support beyond our own willpower to begin and sustain a new habit. Research 
suggests that you are more likely to write daily, starting tomorrow, with simple, steady support: 
1) keep records of your time spent writing daily and across time; and 2) hold yourself account- 
able to a coach for writing daily. Keep longitudinal records of your time spent writing daily on a
spreadsheet. These records will allow you to see trends, which will keep you motivated for the
long haul. Next, choose an accountability coach from among those people whose opinion you
care deeply about—and who care deeply about you. These people can include a spouse,
colleague, or close friend.
To hold yourself accountable to your coach, explain to him or her the importance of developing a 
daily writing habit. Then, send your coach a record of your writing minutes daily and a summary 
weekly. In your daily record, send the number of minutes in the subject line of an email so your 
coach doesn’t even have to open the email, unless the number is zero. If you did not write on a 
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given day, write “0—see below” in the subject line and send 
a short explanation. By doing this, you will begin to see the 
reasons that keep you from writing and start avoiding them. 
In your weekly summary, send a note such as, “I wrote seven 
days this week for a total of 3.5 hours.” These weekly reports 
will give your coach a reason to applaud your work. A strong 
coach is someone who will use these weekly reports as a rea-
son to encourage you when you succeed and challenge you 
when you fail. 
Be prepared to encounter challenges as you strive to write 
daily. It took me several years of trying to write nearly every 
day. I now write even when I am (a little) sick, when I am 
between writing projects, and even (sometimes) during my 
travels. However, in one year of trying to write seven days 
per week, I managed to average 5.4 days per week for 64 
minutes per day. In that time I finished an article started 
years before, wrote two book chapters from start to finish, 
and started and almost finished the third edition of a book. I 
believe I accomplished all that by keeping records and re-
porting my records to my coach. Consider this a major life 
change akin to starting and maintaining an exercise program. 
Be patient with yourself and hold yourself accountable to a 
writing log and a coach for the rest of your writing life! 
It doesn’t seem possible to begin writing while I’m still 
doing a lit review, collecting and analyzing data, or 
doing bench work. Isn’t “write every day” advice that  
I can only use during certain parts of the process? 
It is possible (and productive) to write informally at any 
stage of a project. Writing informally includes free writing 
continuously without stopping and without criticizing your 
work. Some experts consider this method the best way to get 
words on paper, and you will be surprised by the nuggets of 
truth that arise in this process. To free write, make sure you 
cannot see the words you are typing or dictating as a way of 
ensuring you will not revise as you type. To do that, use the 
“View” tab in Microsoft Word to select “one page” rather 
than “page width.” Write for a very short time, starting with 
three to five minutes, and work up to ten minutes, the usual 
length for a free write (Elbow, 2012, p. 148). As you write, 
tell yourself, “I have something to say and I’m going to write 
it down.”  
You may find free writing for just a few minutes to be a good 
way to start writing each day—or at least to start writing 
again when you get stuck. Free writing is like taking a deep 
dive into a swimming pool: it plunges you into your writing. 
As a result, a two- or three-minute free write can be a good 
warmup for daily writing. Whether or not you decide to use 
free writing daily, use it when you are feeling stuck. Begin 
by posting a question or a heading at the top of a page and 
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free writing to it. Free writing to one or the other seems to let 
your subconscious tackle the problem. This is especially  
effective when you do it first thing in the morning, right after 
waking up (Klauser, 1987, p. 45).  
Don’t wait to write informally or formally because you think 
that the literature review—or the whole research project—
must be finished first. You can start writing immediately by 
leaving underline marks with notes inserted in your writing 
like this: _____Find this citation or get this statistic_____. 
Then, a simple search for multiple underline markings will let 
you find the notes. This is a point I make in my book, Publish 
& Flourish: “Write from the first day of your research pro-
ject: Read as you write and write as you read; research as you 
write and write as you research” (Gray, 2015, p. 35). 
What does the research say about these approaches to 
scholarly productivity? 
Research shows that effective writing habits improve the 
quality of writing and triple productivity. In one study,  
graduate students and faculty members received weekly feed-
back and wrote only a few minutes every day. Ninety-five 
percent of the participants agreed that the quality of their 
writing improved (Gray et al., 2018, Results section, para. 8). 
The participants also revised far more chapters, papers and 
grant proposals than before. In fact, they increased their  
yearly rate of finishing manuscripts from two to nearly six 
(Gray et al., 2018, Results section, para. 4). Participants  
accomplished all this by getting feedback weekly and by writ-
ing only thirty minutes per day, four days per week. In short, 
this study and other research in the field show that these strat-
egies work! 
To learn more about steps you can take to manage your 
time and become a more prolific scholar, join us on March 
29. Remember, you can also join Textbook and Academic
Authors (on us!) and receive a copy of Publish & Flourish.
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